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Abstract: Marine issues develop in complex social contexts, usually involving a large number of sectors, actors, 

and users. Achieving sustainable marine governance requires a continued and context-specific structure of 

interdisciplinary knowledge, inter-sectorial interaction as well as inter-institutional coordination that generates 

daunting challenges to government, stakeholders and civil society. In this sense, it is imperative for marine 

governance structures to pay close attention to social sustainability factors, such as recognition of socio -cultural 

diversity, representation in decision-making and distribution of ‘goods’ and ‘bads’, which have commonly been 

overlooked in environmental governance in general and marine governance in particular.  Costa Rica’s territorial 

sea is an important source of income for a myriad of communities on the Pacific and Caribbean coasts. During 

2019 and 2020, the Responsible Fishing Marine Area and Marine Management Area of Barra del Colorado were 

created under the expectation of serving the social and ecological needs of the community.  Taking this into 

consideration, this study aims to examine how social sustainability was handled in the formation process of  the 

two resource management areas, which involved participation of institutional and civil society actors from 2010 

until 2019.  This study first analyses the concept of marine governance and its relationship to social justice . The 

concept of social sustainability is explained and I then develop a social sustainability conceptual framework. 

Secondly, the methodology and methods are described. The choice of the empirical case is described in the next 

section and I next give a brief overview of Barra del Colorado’s social and economic characteristics and 

background. Further, an analysis of the process to consolidate the Responsible Fishing Marine Area and the 

Marine Management Area of Barra del Colorado through the social sustainability framework is conducted. Last, 

the results of the analysis are discussed and the main findings are presented.  Through this analysis, the process 

of consolidation was assessed against the normative social sustainability theory, concluding that the process 

was found lacking regarding its social sustainability due to a series of government -related issues, that affected 

the representation, recognition and distribution of the process.  
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1. Introduction 

Covering 70% of the Earth’s surface (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 

2017, pp.18), marine ecosystems are essential to both human and environmental welfare. Oceans, 

seas and coastal areas are a “fundamental part of the climate system and the global response to 

climate change.” (Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA), 2021, pp.7) 

As an example, marine ecosystems have contributed in absorbing “about 90% of the heat generated 

by rising greenhouse gas emissions trapped in the Earth’s system and taken in 30% of carbon 

emissions.” (SBSTA, 2021, pp.7). Marine ecosystems also sustain over 3 billion livelihoods 

worldwide (Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform, 2021), thus proving crucial to alleviate 

poverty and in providing decent work. Despite their importance, these ecosystems have been subject 

to increased degradation due to the over-exploitation of its resources through human-led activities. 

This over-exploitation has caused systemic changes in these ecosystems, including ocean warming, 

acidification, deoxygenation, cryosphere melt and sea level rise, with devastating impacts on ocean 

and coastal life and coastal communities’ lives and livelihoods. (SBSTA, 2021, pp.1) 

The sustainable management of coastal-marine – or ‘blue’ – resources has thus become an 

increasingly ubiquitous topic, where a variety of international agencies point out the need of an 

integrated approach or establishing a series of ‘better practices’ based upon global experiences, that 

serve conservation needs, as well as the communities that depend upon these resources . In this sense, 

on December, 2017, the United Nations, through the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission 

of UNESCO, declared the Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development, calling forth the 

establishment of “a common framework to ensure that ocean science can fully support countries to 

achieve the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” (Intergovernmental Oceanographic 

Commission (IOC), 2020, pp. 4). The IOC (2017) considers that novel science-based solutions and 

their systematic transformation into informed policies and decisions are required in order to achieve 

the targets outlined by the Sustainable Development Agenda, and, hence, to conserve and sustainably 

use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development.  

In 2019, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations (FAO) led the proclamation of the Decade on Ecosystem 

Restoration (2021-2030). This proclamation focuses on “the aim of supporting and scaling up efforts 

to prevent, halt and reverse the degradation of ecosystems worldwide and raise awareness of the 

importance of successful ecosystem restoration.” (United Nations General Assembly, 2019, pp. 5) 

The degradation of marine ecosystems is highlighted and encourages member states to “mainstream 

ecosystem restoration intro policies and plans to address current national development priorities and 

challenges (…) thereby creating opportunities for ecosystems to increase their adaptive capacity and 

opportunities to maintain and improve livelihoods for all.”  (United Nations General Assembly, 2019, 

pp. 6) 

Later on, in July 2021, the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) published the First Draft of 

the Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework, which “recognizes that urgent policy action (…) is 

required to transform economic, social and financial models so that the trends that have exacerbated 

biodiversity loss will stabilize in the next 10 years (by 2030) and allow for the recovery of natural 

ecosystems in the following 20 years.” (Convention on Biological Diversity, 2021, pp. 3) Amongst 

the established targets, the CBD recognizes the need to “ensure that at least 30 per cent globall y of 

land areas and of sea areas (…) are conserved through effectively and equitably managed, 

ecologically representative and well-connected systems of protected areas and other effective area-

based conservation measures, and integrated into the wider landscapes and seascapes.” (Convention 

on Biological Diversity, 2021, pp. 6) 

The above explained proclamations tend to overlook societal dynamics and factors, since the role of 

ecology and human welfare is established as somehow dependent upon a bundle of services provided 

by nature. There is a tendency to focus on extraction, productivity and ecosystem services, also 

presupposing that communities can manage resources at their own will when most often this not the 
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case, since they could find themselves limited by State rules and regulations. Amongst the three pillars of 

sustainability, the social is an aspect that has not obtained the same attention as the economic and 

ecological ones. As mentioned above, social sustainability is essential when referring to the 

sustainable management of marine ecosystems, thus, processes looking to establish governance 

structures must focus efforts in promoting social justice factors.  

The above described target proclaimed by the CBD, otherwise known as the 30 by 30 goal, places 

great emphasis on conservation, tending to overlook the interconnection and indivisibility that both 

the ecological and social goals have in the broader context of the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs). In this sense, even though Goal 14 seeks to consider life underwater, this cannot be in 

detriment of other goals, such as Goal 1 – end of poverty –, Goal 2 – food security –, nor Goal 11 – 

sustainable communities. Taken only as a quantitative goal, this 30 by 30 global objective might run 

the risk of promoting generic, empty, unsubstantiated and political ‘management’ areas destined to 

fail in its implementation and that could jeopardize the social dimension of the sustainable 

development discourse. These global sustainability goals must thus be understood and sought through 

their qualitative aspects, emphasizing the grounded realities under which they unfold. In this sense, 

it is crucial to ensure an effective responsibility in the use of marine resources , understanding, 

recognizing and engaging with the particular relationships that exist between the communities and 

marine environments. The management of marine spaces must act as a weighted and qualified 

solution to a previously defined problem, balancing conservation and social aspects, where local 

livelihoods and related customary rights and (inter)national interests are accounted for.  

Notwithstanding the aforementioned, addressing sustainability issues through a ‘blue’ resources 

scope potentially has the ability to create waves of social, economic and political transformation in 

other sustainability related matters (Le Blanc, Freire and Vierros, 2017) – i.e.  gender equality, food 

security, responsible consumption, climate change, and social and economic inequal ity, amongst 

others – and, therefore, to potentially generate greater well-being in the relationship between human 

beings and nature. Nonetheless, marine issues develop under complex social contexts, usually 

involving a large number of sectors, actors, and users. To advocate for  sustainable management of 

marine-coastal resources, therefore involves an epistemological and methodological 

reconceptualization of the social, economic and political spheres. It is thus necessary to establish 

governance structures that coordinate and articulate the wants and needs of those who have claim 

over marine-coastal resources in order to promote their proper conservation and protection. 

Marine governance “determines the equity and efficiency in resource and services allocation and 

distribution” (Henshaw, 2018, pp. 8) through decision-making over the relationship between 

socioeconomic activities and ecosystems. Marine governance has been “celebrated as a way to 

deliver sustainability to seas through greater integration of sectoral interests, supporting proactive 

approaches in dealing with conflicts while facilitating sustainable Blue Growth.” (Saunders et al, 

2020, pp. 2). Nonetheless, achieving sustainable marine governance requires a continued and 

context-specific structure of interdisciplinary knowledge, inter-sectorial interaction as well as inter-

institutional coordination that is a daunting challenge to government, stakeholders and civil society 

as a whole. Marine governance demands a clear understanding of the political, economic, ecological 

and social characteristics that define a specific area in order for the policies to achieve greater impact. 

In this sense, and taking into consideration the social complexity of marine-coastal areas, it is 

imperative for marine governance structures to pay close attention to social sustainability factors, 

such as recognition of socio-cultural diversity, representation in decision-making and distribution of 

‘goods’ and ‘bads’, which have commonly been overlooked in environmental governance in general 

and marine governance in particular. By paying close attention to these factors, the effectiveness of 

public policy is also strengthened, since social sustainability helps to engage with the community  

and the different knowledges found, leading to more compliance, less disruption and resistance,  

The designation of COP25 as the ´Blue COP’, as well as many initiatives and platforms, such as the 

Ocean Initiative and the Ocean and Climate Platform, have evidenced an increased international 

ambition towards establishing the ocean as a priority (SBSTA, 2021, pp. 7). The Ocean and Climate 
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Change Dialogue, held on December 2020, highlighted “the interest of governments in strengthening 

understanding of and action on ocean and climate change adaptation and mitigation.” (SBSTA, 2021, 

pp. 31) The dialogue drew on the knowledge and scientific findings from the 47 submissions of 

Parties and non-Party stakeholders, who stressed the importance of “maximizing inclusion of ocean-

based solutions (…), and facilitating the sharing of best practices and provision of technical support” 

(SBSTA, 2021, pp. 25). Amongst these Parties, Costa Rica emphasized the need to take action toward 

the recognition and stronger inclusion of the ocean–climate nexus under the UNFCCC, as well as the 

importance of strengthening the resilience of ocean-dependent communities to the current effects of 

climate change and to future risks.       

Costa Rica has 589,683 km2 (MINAE-SINAC-CONAGEBIO-FONAFIFO, 2018, pp. 11) of 

territorial sea, corresponding to 92% (Chacon, 2016) of its overall territory. This extension of land 

represents an important source of income to a myriad of communities in the Pacific and Caribbean 

coast. Be it through artisanal or sport fishing, through tourism or surfing, Costa Rica has many users 

of these resources that depend upon them for their livelihood, as well as for their material, social and 

cultural well-being (i.e. place-based identity, recreation, aesthetics, etc.). The Costa Rican blue 

agenda is made up of international as well as national commitments, and it includes a  strong climate 

action program, focusing greatly on conservation aspects.   

On 2019 and 2020, Costa Rica announced the creation of the Responsible Fishing Marine Area and 

Marine Management Area of Barra del Colorado, respectively. These areas are located in the northern 

part of the Limon province and were created under the expectation of serving social and ecological 

needs of the community. Thus, they looked to promote the conservation of transit and breeding sites 

for endangered species, encouraging the recovery of fish populations which are of interest to the 

small-scale artisanal fisheries of the area. These areas aim to support the development and 

maintenance of healthy ecosystems, as well as to improve the quality of life of the inhabitants of the 

area. Overall, the main focus of the new protected areas resided in the conservation, sustainable use 

and the fair and equitable distribution of marine-coastal resources, as observed by the governmental 

authorities.  

Against this background, and by drawing on Saunders et al. (2020) and Fraser (2009), this study aims 

to examine how social sustainability – i.e. recognition, representation and distribution – was engaged 

with this marine governance initiative that led to the formation of both the Responsible Fishing 

Marine Area and the Marine Management Area of Barra del Colorado in Costa Rica. The focus lies 

in the formation process of the areas, which involved the participation of the institutional and civil 

society actors throughout a period of nine years (2010-2019). The thesis is guided by the following 

research questions in relation to the formation of Responsible Fishing Marine Area and the Marine 

Management Area of Barra del Colorado 

1. What were the goals of the actors who participated and how influential (based on their own 

reflections) were they in realizing their goals? 

2. How were aspects of power and social justice handled amongst the different actors, including 

issues of recognition, representation and distribution? 

This study is structured as follows: first, the theoretical framework is presented by developing an 

overview of marine governance and its relationship to social justice. This section also addresses the 

concept of social sustainability and the derived framework. Secondly, the methodology and methods 

are introduced. The choice of the empirical case is described in the next section along with an 

overview of Barra del Colorado’s social and economic characteristics. Further, an analysis of the 

process to consolidate the Responsible Fishing Marine Area and the Marine Management Area of 

Barra del Colorado through the social sustainability framework is conducted. Last, the results of the 

analysis are discussed and the main findings are presented. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 

This section presents an overview of the concept of social sustainability within the sustainable 

development discourse, as well as the its relationship with marine governance through an explorative 

and selective literature review, with focus on Saunders et al. (2020) and Fraser (2009). This section 

also presents an overview of the Social Sustainability Framework and a detailed description of its 

analytical categories.  

2.1. Social Sustainability 

The dimensions of what constitutes the sustainable development discourse, i.e. economic, 

environmental and social, have not been equally prioritized by policy makers within the sustainability 

discourse (Drakakis in Colantonio, 2009). “Previous research has found that when policy makers 

endorse sustainable development, the social dimension garners less attention and is particularly 

difficult to realize and operationalize.” (Sundström et al., 2019) Of all the dimensions, social 

sustainability remains the least theorized and least elaborated of the three interrelated sustainability 

pillars, as it is reasoned by Saunders et al. (2020). 

Drawing from Boström (2012), Sundström et al. (2019) indicate that, “although several authors have 

attempted to develop theoretical schemes to define and study the social sustainability concept, two 

main barriers have slowed down the development of the social dimension in both research and 

practice.” These barriers concern, first of all, how the concept is defined and, secondly, how it is 

operationalized. The perspectives on what social sustainability is and how it is practiced differ 

greatly from author to author. 

Boström (2012) argues that social sustainability “is an open and contested concept.” Thus, it has 

been witness to a progressive evolution in its definition since the ratification of the concept of 

sustainable development in 1987 by the Brundtland Commission report.  

“This report defines sustainable development in a way that emphasizes human 

livelihoods as integral to accomplishing ecological goals through economic 

development that “meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 

of future generations to meet their own needs.” (Vallance et al. in Eizenberg and 

Jabareen, 2017) 

According to Axelsson et al (2013), the report focused the social dimension of sustainability on 

issues such as poor health and the income gap, outlining the social pillar as greatly dependent upon 

economic factors. In this sense, the lack of progress in social aspects was directly attributed to 

insufficient economic resources to meet them. Lee and Jung (2019) argue that from 1988 until 2000, 

the concept of social sustainability is based upon a sustainable development rooted in economic 

growth; but from 2001 until 2018, it is considered an independent element of the sustainability 

discourse. As it is argued by Littig and Grießler (in Colantonio, 2009), approaches to the social 

sustainability concept have not been grounded on theory but rather on a practical understanding of 

plausibility and current political agendas.  

In this sense, Saunders et al. (2020), argue that the conceptualization of the social dimension depends 

greatly on the sustainability perspective that is adopted, that is, whether a weak or strong viewpoint 

is favored. Thus, the placement along this continuum determines the degree of permissible 

substitutability – or hierarchy adopted – between the economy and the environment, or between 

‘manufactured capital’ and ‘natural capital’. In support of this argument, Colantonio (2009) states 

that “no consensus seems to exist on what criteria and perspectives should be adopted in defining 

social sustainability. Each author or policy maker derives their own definition according to 

discipline-specific criteria or study perspective, making a generalized definition difficult to achieve.”  

The emphasis that policy makers or authors give to the ecological or economic dimension, therefore 
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outlines the conceptualization that is given to social sustainability. 

In practice-based applications, the concept of social sustainability is as well defined through a 

multitude of interpretations on how it should be operationalized. It must be noted that many authors, 

as it is argued by Colantonio (2009), do not provide a general definition of social sustainability but 

suggest the main key themes at the basis of the operationalization of this notion. The key dimensions 

under which social sustainability is operationalized range from general conceptualizations, such as 

health and well-being – as it is proposed by Nunes et al. (2016) – to more specific ones, like eco-

prosumption − referring to individuals who produce and consume in an environmentally conscious 

way, – as it is proposed by Eizenberg and Jabareen (2017). “The chronological analysis of social 

sustainability themes (…) shows how traditional themes, such as equity, poverty reduction and 

livelihood, are increasingly being complemented or replaced by more intangible and less measurable 

concepts such as identity, sense of place and the benefits of ‘social networks’. ” (Colantonio, 2009) 

Overall, social sustainability constitutes a multidimensional concept that has been subject to different 

interpretations with no blueprint conceptualization. (McGuinn et al., 2020, pp. 24) These 

interpretations “point to the multidimensionality and scale of social sustainability as an analytical, 

normative, substantive, and practice-focused concept.” (Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 5) In this sense, 

Åhman (2013) refers to this practice-focused phenomenon by stating that, rather than examining 

theoretical definitions of social sustainability, discussions should focus on the core themes and issues 

by which social sustainability is operationalized. However, it must be noted that the different 

conceptualizations of social sustainability relate to and have implications for justice (Saunders et al., 

2020). 

Social justice is thus understood as “requiring social arrangements which make it possible for all to 

participate in social life on equal terms .” (Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 5) These social arrangements, 

that emphasize factors such as social participation, agency and people´s overall capacity to build 

their future (Foladori, 2005), are thus considered key dimensions when referring to social 

sustainability. In this sense, it is crucial to mention Fraser´s (2009) contribution in establishing a 

conceptual connection between concerns of democracy, equity, and social status to show how 

inequalities of class intersect with various inequalities of social status and political representation.  

Social justice is an inherent aspect of social sustainability and therefore al so an integral dimension 

of the Sustainable Development Goals framework, since it acknowledges the “importance of an 

inclusive development approach to address multidimensional inequalities” (Saunders et al., 2020, 

pp. 1). Social justice thus focuses in the interactions developed between different intersecting social 

attributes, such as gender, ethnicity, class, age and disability, in order to understand the complex 

means through which they can affect existing inequalities and the environment .  

2.2. Marine Governance and Social Sustainability 

Marine governance is widely recognized as a means through which the ocean can be managed as an 

“interconnected, multi-dimensional and constantly changing space”. (UNESCO-IOC, 2021, pp. 5) 

One of the main challenges faced when referring to marine governance is its inherent fragmentation. 

Administratively, marine governance interacts with a multitude of laws and regulations, embodied 

through diverse governmental institutions who, in turn, manage a variety of activities involving 

different habitats or species. This fragmented governance model has implications over effectively 

addressing the environmental issues at hand, but also how these management decisions affect other 

sea users. (Lieberknecht, 2020, pp.4) Social justice is thus often bypassed or overlooked by this 

fragmented and sector-based model, since “complex, inter-connected socio-ecological issues are 

insufficiently addressed not only by existing sector-oriented international policy arrangements, but 

also due to fragmentation at lower institutional levels, such as across ministries and agencies and 

geographical boundaries within a country.” (UNESCO-IOC, 2021, pp. 5) 

In this sense, marine governance practices need to develop effective mechanisms in order to address 
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social justice issues that arise “in a multitude of contexts and between a variety of users” 

(Lieberknecht, 2020, pp. 5). The latter suggests that issues involving accurate representation, 

recognition and distribution amongst sea users are of great significance and need to be given proper 

consideration in marine governance structures. 

2.3. The Social Sustainability Framework 

Saunders et al. (2020) define three discernible social justice categories:(i) equity, understood as “fair 

distribution of goods and life chances, with a particular attention on the most vulnerable” (Saunders 

et al., 2020, pp. 5); (ii) democratic engagement, understood as “participation in decision-making, 

collective action, and capacity to influence” (Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 5); and (iii) social 

inclusion/cohesion, understood as “the importance of different social groups being recognized, being 

treated fairly, and being able to participate in society on equal terms.” (Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 5) 

In order to support a more comprehensive understanding and examination of social sustainability, 

Saunders et al. (2020, pp. 5), based on Nancy Fraser´s (2009) work, propose a three-category 

framework of “interconnected and mutually dependent elements of the social that should aid in the  

analysis and evaluation of social sustainability in marine governance” , as it can be seen in Figure 1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Figure 1. Social sustainability conceptual framework (Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 6, with permission) 

It is argued that “analyses of social sustainability and/or efforts to work towards it must necessarily 

include all three of these dimensions” (Saunders et al ., 2020, pp. 6), that is, (i) recognition; (ii) 

representation; and (iii) distribution. In line with Fraser´s (2009) argument on social justice, these 

categories interact to reciprocally influence and reinforce each other, but none are reducible to the 

other. Thus, in order to establish a comprehensive conception of social sustainability, analysis must 

focus on all categories, since they provide valuable insights into social processes and consequences. 

Analytical Category Description 

Recognition of Socio-cultural Diversity The extent of recognition of (respect in relation to) the diversity 

of group identity (and related socio-cultural rights, needs, 

livelihoods, lifestyles, and knowledge). 

Representation in Decision-making The extent of who is included and who is excluded (and in 

which decision-making situation), as well as the how and time 

of inclusion in decision-making. 

Distribution of goods and bads How risks, benefits, pollutants, capacities, and 

resource/experiential access are distributed, particularly in 

relation to already disadvantaged groups. 

Table 1. Interrelated analytical categories of social justice/sustainab ility. Author´s own elaboration 

based upon Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 6 
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As it can be seen in Table 1, the dimension referring to recognition is mostly concerned with the 

acknowledgement of group needs, identity and inclusion. “Recognition, as conceptualized here, 

refers to inequities of social status and the institutionalized patterns, structures, policies, and 

practices that produce and sustain such inequities.” (Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 7) This dimension 

proves transcendental in identifying the existence of cultural bias, since it elucidates if particular 

social/cultural groups are prevented from interacting on equal terms in society because of 

institutionalized hierarchies of cultural value that deny them the required social standing (Fraser, 

2009).  

Fincher (2016), Young (1990) and Fraser (2009) have emphasized the importance of cultivating a 

governance model that understands, acknowledges and recognizes the standpoints of the different 

actors that interact in a specific setting. In this sense, Saunders et al. (2020, pp. 8) argue that such a 

system is bound “to increase legitimacy, trust, compliance, and system stability.” On the other hand, 

misrecognition may result in “status inequality”, which can work to depreciate social and cultural 

groups and their associated qualities. (Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 7). 

Recognition of socio-cultural diversity proves essential in marine governance, since establishing 

such a regime implies a type of social contract amongst stakeholders who have a social or cultural 

claim to marine space and resources. If marine governance planning practices misrecognize certain 

segments of society and, thus, their cultural values and benefits are not acknowledged, it enables the 

establishment of inequalities, where certain values, benefits and activities are prioritized over others. 

Groups may thus be marginalized and made vulnerable, decreasing their capacity of participation, 

agency and overall social justice. 

“Analysis and evaluation of social recognition in MSP would then entail an 

examination of which groups and communities have specific social and cultural 

claims to marine space and resources, and whether they are recognized or not as 

legitimate claimholders.” (Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 7) 

On the other hand, representation constitutes the second dimension of the framework which is closely 

linked to recognition since it tries to distinguish “whether or not the cultural identity and status of a 

community is recognized in different legal and policy instruments, and the extent to which groups 

with ‘non-formal’ legal status are given recognition in these instruments.” (Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 

8) Representation calls into question structures of institutionalized exclusion, as well as 

distributional patterns. Representation is also linked to economic inequality, since it “constantly 

produces and reproduces hierarchies of power” (Fainstein, 2009, pp. 2), preventing genuine 

engagement in decision-making.  

“What is in question here, then, is whether recognition of socio-cultural status and 

difference (and the way it connects with economic inequity and other disadvantages) 

is translated into the right to participate and whether the conduct of the actual 

participatory experience can sufficiently remedy whatever differences may be 

manifest in social resources of power.” (Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 8) 

Taking into consideration the social complexity under which marine issues develop, it is crucial to 

analyze the extent to which different groups and actors are included in decision-making processes 

related to marine governance. Analyzing the existence – or lack thereof – of marine governance 

structures that, in turn, acknowledge an equitable participation and representation in decision -

making, allows to understand the degree of social inequalities and sustainability of a specific system.  

“By representation (or misrepresentation) in MSP, we refer to the politics of 

participation in different decision situations, where subjective, hidden, invisible, and 

visible forms of power may play to the advantage of the powerful and to the 

disadvantage of the least powerful.” (Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 8) 

Finally, the last dimension of the framework concerns distribution and, thus, the equitable allocation 
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of outcomes across different contexts. Saunders et al. (2020) argue that “who is included or excluded 

and the extent to which stakeholders can influence decision-making processes ultimately affects 

distribution.” (Saunders et al., 2020, pp. 9) The role of the state is thus crucial, due to its capacity in 

reforming institutionalized inequities that further threaten marginalized and vulnerable groups.   

“The point here is that factors such as class, status, ethnicity, gender, location, 

vocation, and age will ultimately intersect to produce varying levels of inequality 

and inequitable distributions of outcomes across different contexts.” (Saunders et al., 

2020, pp. 9) 

When referring to marine governance, distribution means “ensuring that the benefits and burdens of 

planning decisions are distributed fairly across the different axes of society.” (Saunders et al., 2020, 

pp. 9) Fair distribution in marine governance practices thus allows for equitable access to marine 

resources, space, as well as opportunities to access labor options. Fainstein (2009) argues that fair 

distribution of benefits and the mitigation of inequitable distributions of harm should be a central 

objective in marine governance. In this sense, Pitt et al. (2018), argue that non-governmental 

organizations may contribute to minimizing inequities in distribution due to the fact that they span 

the traditional boundary between science, policy, and practice . 

Whereas the description provided for each of the analytical categories allows for a clear 

understanding of how social sustainability is operationalized for this study, it is crucial to point out 

that these categories also address matters of influence. Thus, for the purposes of this study, it is 

assumed that the sectors that have not been recognized, not participated – or participated in a shallow 

way – and that have not been benefited through the substantive outcomes of the plans have not been 

influential in the consolidation process. 

This chapter presented a limited overview of the different conceptualizations of the social dimension 

in the sustainable development discourse. Furthermore, it introduced the definition of social 

sustainability employed to conduct the analysis of the process that consolidated the creation of the 

Barra del Colorado Responsible Fishing Marine Area and Marine Management Area. 

3. Methodology and Methods 

This section of the study introduces the methods used to assess the social sustainability of the process 

that consolidated the Responsible Fishing Marine Area and the Marine Management Area of Barra 

del Colorado, in accordance with the study´s research questions and the framing of social 

sustainability in the previous section.  

The methodology of this study was based upon a qualitative approach aimed to develop a “holistic 

understanding of complex realities and processes” (Mayoux, 2006, pp.116-117) Qualitative research 

supports the investigation through the “multiple constructions and interpretations of reality that are 

in flux and change over time.” (Merriam, 2002, pp. 4) Through a basic interpretative qualitative 

study, it is intended to understand “how participants make meaning of a situation or phenomenon” 

(Merriam, 2002, pp. 6), where this meaning is “mediated through the researcher as instrument.” 

(Merriam, 2002, pp. 6) Thus, this study has as a purpose to understand the interpretations, perceptions 

and meanings that different actors have in a particular point in time and context in regard to social 

sustainability. The gradual evolution of this qualitative study also implied a cumulative 

understanding of the issue, implying that the further along the research, the more elements were 

uncovered for further analysis. On the other hand, this “cumulative jigsaw”, as it is outlined by 

Mayoux (2006), is also strengthened through further research and knowledge gathering (see section 

9). 

Qualitative research uses “specific methods and techniques that imply the relationship between 

researcher and participants for collection, analysis and validation of transcripts and analysis carried 

out by a researcher.” (Presado et al., 2021). To develop in-depth knowledge, face-to-face semi-
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structured interviews were planned with Barra del Colorado community actors and the sectors it is 

composed of, which would have in all likelihood generated data to base a more robust analysis and 

interpretation of the findings. “Semi-structured interviews incorporate enough scope for the 

interviewees to develop their responses” (Willis, 2006, pp. 144), allowing enough flexibility in 

question design since the responses can be explored and developed, serving as feedback to the 

interviewer. 

The development of this researcher-participant relationship was hindered due to the impossibility of 

going to the field of study in lieu of country-wide COVID-19 restrictions which, therefore, also 

implied constraints in the possibility of holding in-person interviews, thus putting serious limitations 

to this study. I would have undertaken a more collaborative or participatory research approach if the 

conditions and external factors explained would not have restricted the development of the study.       

. Although not ideal, face-to-face interviews were substituted by Zoom interviews. Among the 

elements that might be missed with Zoom interviews is, for example, that “the existence of an 

interface makes it difficult to build a relationship of trust and empathy. There are important non-

verbal elements that are not fully identified, be it in attitude, gesture and context. They are not 

reached in depth, in their entirety, without face-to-face communication.” (Presado et al., 2021) 

Nevertheless, holding digitally-based interviews and being able to record them provided valuable 

material that was amendable to analysis regarding meanings, experiences and perceptions.  

Although carrying out the research in your home country may proof as disadvantageous since the 

researcher could, for example, take things for granted or even get caught up in the dissonance 

between social groups of the home country, some advantages must be pointed out. First and foremost, 

Unwin (2006) highlights “the taken-for-granted knowledge that the researcher has of their own 

society and culture” (Unwin, 2006, pp. 106), which “makes the practice of research very much easier” 

(Unwin, 2006, pp. 106). In this sense, it is also crucial to mention the advantage of researching in 

one’s own language, which aids further understanding of “complex nuances of an interview 

discussion or textual analysis.” (Unwin, 2006, pp. 106) The role of the researcher as an insider allows 

for better rapport with the interviewees, since they share common social and cultural contexts, which 

can also lead into a more detailed account of the issue at hand.   

Next, and according to what is stated in the research questions, the process followed in order to 

pursue the empirical investigation is described: 

To operationalize the three dimensions of the social sustainability framework, first, a documen t 

analysis was carried out based upon institutional documentation which outlined a diversity of social 

actors that were involved in the consolidation process. Key documents included the Fisheries 

Management Plan, as well as the strategy that was developed in lieu of the characterization of the 

Barra del Colorado marine-coastal area as a site of importance for conservation – as explained in 

section 4 of this study. This documentation justifies the creation of the areas and, through record of 

the consultation process, identifies the actors who were invited to participate. . 

Secondly, once the key actors were identified and the point of contact established, a limited amount of semi-

structured virtual interviews were carried out in order to assess their experiences and perceptions on the 

type of recognition, representation and distribution perceived during the consolidation process. These 

perceptions will also serve to determine the influence of each analyzed sector, since it is assumed that the 

ones who are found lacking in the three categories, did not possess influence in the consolidation process. 

The interviews were structured using open-ended questions that addressed each of the analytical 

categories separately in order to be able to examine and analyze the relationships between them, due 

to their interrelation. Originally, I had planned to conduct nine interviews, but four actors did not respond 

to my requests, hence limiting the perspectives on the issue since sectors such as the academy and non-

governmental institutions were not represented in the sample. The remaining five, hold positions as 

presidents or representatives of their respective organization, which may mean that they have greater 

understanding and knowledge of the issue at hand,  and also possibly are representative of the wider group.  
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Based upon the interviews that were conducted, it was evidenced that an actor had not been taken into 

account in the consultation process and, hence, it had not been mapped as a key actor. Therefore, the sport 

fishing sector was also included. The interviews were addressed to the following actors:    

Table 2. Interviewees profile. Author´s own elaboration. 

The interview questions were carefully developed  in order to address the description of the social 

sustainability dimensions evidenced in Table 1, nonetheless, always taking into consideration that 

questions can “change and develop over time to fill in a ‘jigsaw’ of differing accounts of ‘reality’.” 

(Mayoux, 2006, pp.118) There were 21 interview questions in total, divided equally into the three 

categories (see Table 3, 4 and 5 below). The interviewees were first introduced about the purpose of 

the study, where I stated the study objectives and aims and also sought consent to record the 

interview. The interviewees were also asked to address their thoughts on anonymity and found that 

they all agreed their names could be used in the study.  

The results of the interviews were assessed through the development of transcripts. These transcripts 

were later analyzed in accordance to the analytical categories of recognition, representation and 

distribution. The analysis was carried out through the development of a matrix, which was also used 

to address matters of influence since, as it was explained before, it is assumed that influence derives 

from the framework. The matrix allowed for the information to be organized according to its nature 

and relevance, also being able to identify other factors of analysis.  The analysis also involves an 

examination of the relationships between the different social sustainability dimensions, given their 

interrelation.  

RECOGNITION 
1. Taking into consideration the 9-year process and according to your opinion, which were the groups 

that where strengthened or empowered? How were they empowered or strengthened? Is that 

empowerment maintained today and how is it manifested? 

2. What evidence is there that planning process has taken into account distinct social groups (however 

defined) values, interests and benefits? What practical barriers might contribute to limiting social 

groups/cultural identities? 

3. Are different identity groups (and their claims/rights) recognized?  

4. What values are represented – how do they relate to social groups? 

5. What acknowledgement is there that diverse socio-cultural/place-based knowledge are important to 

include? What provisions are there to include these types of knowledge?  

6. Has there been any innovation around identifying/recognizing marginalized or disadvantaged groups 

as having distinctive socio-environmental relations with the sea? 

7. Are socio-cultural values spatially mapped and taken into consideration or purely 

economic/environmental interests?  

Table 3. Interview questions for the analytical category of recognition. Author´s own elaboration.  

Name Sector Organization Interview Date 

Jesus Chaves Artisanal 

Fishing 

United Small-Scale Artisanal Fishermen 

Association of Barra del Colorado Northern 

Caribbean (APEBACO) 

June 22nd, 

2021 

Lilia Briones Artisanal 

Shrimp Peelers 

Association of Women Fishermen 

and Processors of Barra del Colorado 

(ADEPROBACO) 

June 25th, 2021 

Esmeralda Chaves Youth Barra del Colorado Group of Young 

Environmentalists  

July 1st, 2021 

Elena Vargas Governmental National Conservation Areas System 

(SINAC) 

July 9th, 2021 

Nixon Lara Governmental Costa Rican Fisheries and Aquaculture 

Institute (INCOPESCA) 

July 12th, 2021 

Franco Alvarenga  Sport Fishing Amateur Fishing Club July 29th, 2021 
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REPRESENTATION 
1. How did you become involved in the process? What group or interests did you represent?  How long 

did you participate in the process? What stage of the process were stakeholders included (and what 

were they excluded from)? 

2. From your perspective, did you feel that the group that you represented was included in the decision 

making process? 

3. From your perspective, were there any groups in the community that were excluded from the process?  

4. What methods were used in order to integrate the actor´s perspective? What institutional spaces were 

created? 

5. Was there any consensus building strategies that explicitly dealt with asymmetrical power relations 

between different actors? Are smaller social groups provided with support (to be able to meaningfully 

and effectively engage in decision-making)? 

6. Have the included actors had the capacity to shape and influence decisions that they have an interest 

in (material and non-material) and that affect them? How is conflict handled? 

7. What do you consider were the strengths of the process? And its weaknesses?  

Table 4. Interview questions for the analytical category of representation. Author´s own elaboration. 

DISTRIBUTION 
1. From your perspective, was there any particularity in the process that impacted specific groups of 

people? To say it bluntly, who were the losers and winners in the process?  

2. Do you consider there were ‘missed opportunities’ during the consolidation process? Would you have 

done anything differently? 

3. Were distributional issues considered in the planning process? 

4. Have there been decisions taken that lead to disadvantage to vulnerable/low status social groups?  

5. Are the outcomes of decisions assessed for the implications they may have for stakeholders in socially 

disadvantaged sections of the population? 

6. Has there been an assessment of the distribution of environmental risks?  

7. How are the interests of future generations reflected in the planning process/outcomes?  

Table 5. Interview questions for the analytical category of distribution. Author´s own elaboration. 

4. Study Context 

This section of the study displays a socio-economic overview of Barra del Colorado, and the 

background against which the areas where consolidated. It also describes the empirical case to be 

analyzed and discussed in the next sections. 

4.1. Brief Socioeconomic Characterization and Background: 
Barra del Colorado 

4.1.1. Characterization of the Area 

Barra del Colorado is a National Wildlife Refuge1 created in 1985 through the Executive Decree No. 

16358-MAG and falls under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Environment and Energy (MINAE) 

through its regulatory body, SINAC. The Barra del Colorado National Wildlife Refuge has an area 

                                                      

1 According to Costa Rica’s Biodiversity Law, protected wild areas are “delimited geographical areas, made 

up of land, wetlands and portions of the sea. They have been declared as such because they represent special 

significance for their ecosystems, the existence of threatened species, the impact on reproduction and other 

needs, and for their historical and cultural significance. These areas will be dedicated to conserving and 

protecting biodiversity, soil, water resources, cultural resources and ecosystem services in general.”  

(Asamblea Legislativa, 1998) 
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of 81,177 land hectares (SINAC, 2021) and it constitutes the second largest continental protected 

wild area in the country (see Image 1). 

The cantons in which the Barra del Colorado National Wildlife Refuge is located, namely Sarapiqui 

and Pococí, present low human development indicators. According to the Cantonal Human 

Development Index (Programa de las Naciones Unidas para el Desarrollo (PNUD), 2021), these 

cantons are located below the national average in all its dimensions, that is, material well -being, life 

expectancy and knowledge. In general terms, the economic and social conditions of the population 

living in the Barra del Colorado National Wildlife Refuge are disadvantageous compared to the 

national average and the average of their respective cantons. 

Barra del Colorado is a community made up of almost 4,000 inhabitants, according to the 2011 census 

of Costa Rica. The population is mainly composed by those dedicated to tourism and fishing, the 

latter being the main source of income for most of them. According to the report carried out by Keto 

Foundation (SINAC, 2016 in Naranjo-Elizondo, 2018, pp. 33), there are about 200 fishermen in the 

area. Fishing in the region is driven by the difficulty to carry out other activities such as agriculture, 

since it is in a naturally floodable area. Hence, the area has a series of ecological conditions that 

place limitations upon the community and the activities they develop.  

In addition, the land where the population of Barra del Colorado resides is administered by the Board 

of Port Administration and Economic Development of the Atlantic Slope of Costa Rica (JAPDEVA), 

which impacts the inhabitants’ possibilities to occupy, hold or manage land. Land tenure issues are 

further impacted due to Barra del Colorado´s Wildlife Refuge status, since it regulates the type of 

activities that can be carried out in the area.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 1. Location of Barra del Colorado National Wildlife Refuge.  Author´s own elaboration based 

upon SINAC, 2017. 

4.1.2. Background 

4.1.2.1. National and International Commitments 

Internationally, Costa Rica aims to raise the national percentage of protected marine space to at least 

30% in support of CBD´s 30 by 30 global goal, where 10% would act as no-take areas and the 

remaining 20% as regulated-take. Today, the national percentage of protected marine surface is 
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2.75%, in contrast with the 26% of terrestrial land (MINAE-SINAC-CONAGEBIO-FONAFIFO, 

2018, pp. 88). While this is a low figure, environmental sustainability aspirations are high as 

manifested in the UNFCCC, the Convention on Biological Diversity, as well as the Ramsar  

Convention, which outline the country´s global standpoint when it comes to protecting and 

conserving blue resources. It is important to mention that, for the purposes of this study, Responsible 

Fishing Marine Areas in Costa Rica are also considered as a type of governance model that promotes 

conservation and protection of marine ecosystems. This consideration suggests that initiatives 

looking to address this goal, might include a diversity of resource management models, offering a 

different perspective from the one focused solely in the role of no-take protected areas.   

Nationally, the country has committed to several policies that further require assertive governmental 

actions to fulfill the outlined objectives. The National Decarbonization Plan (Gobierno de Costa 

Rica, 2018), the National Policy for Adaptation to Climate Change (Gobierno de Costa Rica, 2018), 

as well as the National Wetlands Policy (Gobierno de Costa Rica, 2017) constitute several 

instruments that, overall, demand the protection and restoration of marine ecosystems. These policies 

highlight the need to promote management models in which coastal communities have the support 

and knowledge to properly manage the resources. Hence, they focus on balancing the environmental 

and social dimensions of sustainability by highlighting productivity aspects – i.e. commercial 

opportunities – , while promoting protection and conservation of the ecosystem services they provide. 

These policies mention the application of measures that improve the sustainable management, 

protection, conservation, and rehabilitation of such ecosystems as providers of cultural and socio -

economic assets to local communities. 

Costa Rica has also proclaimed several governance-related mechanisms that further outline the 

commitments of the country when referring to marine ecosystems. In 2019, six ministries decreed 

the creation of the governance mechanism for marine areas subject to the jurisdiction of the Costa 

Rican State. As stated in the decree Nº 41775- MP-MSP-MAG-MINAE-MOPT-TUR (Gobierno de 

Costa Rica, 2019), the focus lies in the (i) consolidation of an instrument that promotes inter -

institutional coordination for the management and participatory management of marine resources in 

order to take advantage of the ecosystem services they offer in a sustainable way; and in (ii) 

guaranteeing the active and effective participation of society  in the integral management of the sea, 

through the zoning of Costa Rican jurisdictional waters and the establishment of regional bodies for 

formal citizen participation. This decree is complemented by policies such as the National Sea Policy 

(2014) and the National Strategy for Comprehensive Management of Marine-Coastal Resources of 

Costa Rica (2008), which, amongst others, call for an integrated management of marine and coastal 

resources.  

4.1.2.2. Shrimp Trawling Ban 

In 2013, the Constitutional Chamber of Costa Rica voted to suspend the grant of new licenses for 

shrimp trawling and the renewal of existing ones. The Chamber stated that shrimp trawling needs to  

be in accord with the pertaining legal reform and technical-scientific studies that demonstrate the 

environmental and social sustainability of this type of fishing in Costa Rica. Despite the fact that all 

the evidence presented to the Constitutional Chamber related to semi-industrial shrimp trawling in 

the Pacific, Barra del Colorado was included in the restrictions. Thus, any fishing activity typified 

as trawling (either artisanal or semi-industrial) was declared as unconstitutional. 

Prior to this, Barra del Colorado was the only community in Costa Rica that was legally allowed to 

trawl shrimp. This type of small-scale fishery has very different environmental characteristics and 

methods from the ones found in semi-industrial trawling in the Pacific. Shrimp trawling is part of 

the cultural and productive livelihood of Barra del Colorado and it is considered an important activity 

for the community, since it generates a significant seasonal production value chain  and represents a 

source of income for people linked to that type of fishing. (CoopeSolidar, 2017) In Barra del 

Colorado, when trawling  was allowed, shrimp was fished two times a year (during March to May 

and in October) due to the natural weather conditions that characterize the  area. The other months, 
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the inhabitants dedicate themselves to fishing other species, like cabrillas, snappers and lobsters. The 

shrimp trawling production and value chain in Barra del Colorado is one of the few that incorporates 

women, who depend on the economic income to meet the basic needs of their households. 

(CoopeSolidar, 2017)  

According to a study carried out by CoopeSolidar with the support of FAO (2017), the loss of licenses 

caused great impacts on the community and its sectors, since it threatened to increase unemployment 

in the area. This situation was of great concern to the community and institutions that work together 

in the COLAC. 

4.1.2.3. Conservation and Protection of Ecosystems 

In 2009, the Proposal for the Territorial Organization for the Conservation of Biodiversity in Costa 

Rica (known as GRUAS II Project) was carried out in an attempt to determine conservation vacuums, 

or sites of importance for conservation. The marine-coastal area of Barra del Colorado was identified 

as one of these sites due to a series of special features – nesting place for three species of turtles, 

concentration of manatees, bird feeding site – that called upon the State apparatus to attend these 

needs.  

The governmental interest in the conservation and protection of ecosystems was augmented due to 

the diplomatic conflict that developed around Calero Island, located inside the Barra del Colorado 

National Wildlife Refuge. The border dispute between the Costa Rican and Nicaraguan government 

began in 2010, when Nicaraguan authorities carried out dredging activities in a section of the San 

Juan River, just beside Calero Island. On the one hand, Costa Rica viewed the actions by the 

Nicaraguan government as a military incursion, claiming, as well, ecological damages to the  area. 

On the other hand, Nicaragua regarded the situation as a border dispute. 

Given this international dispute, Barra del Colorado was on the national spotlight throughout several 

years, instigating great governmental presence and interest in the area. This interest also translated 

into the development of further scientific and technical research of the area, where studies looked to 

justify the creation of a protected area. The conflict was resolved in 2015 via the International Court 

of Justice in The Hague, who judged in favor of Costa Rica´s sovereignty over the island. 

4.2. Case Study: The Responsible Fishing Marine Area and 
the Marine Management Area of Barra del Colorado 

 

Established in 2019, the Responsible Fishing Marine Area is located from the international border 

with Nicaragua to the limit of the Tortuguero National Park and extending up to 10 nautical miles 

from the coast. This area is of great importance because it has a great diversity of species that are of 

key value for the sustainability of natural and fishing resources at the local level.  

The Barra del Colorado Marine Management Area, located between 7 and 12 nautical miles, was 

adjoined in 2020 to the Barra del Colorado Marine Responsible Fishing Area, creating a large sector 

dedicated to the protection and conservation of marine species (see Image 2). This new marine 

governance regime is considered as Costa Rica’s first attempt in jointly managing the sustainable 

use and conservation of a marine coastal area. This new management model of marine-coastal 

resources  looked to guarantee food security, job creation, as well as strengthening the organizational 

and business capacities of the community. (Gobierno de Costa Rica, 2020) 

As a percentage, the areas increased the marine protected area of the Costa Rican Economic 

Exclusive Zone (EEZ) by 0.11%, or 65.159 hectares. (Gobierno de Costa Rica, 2021) This percentage 

is very significant when referring to small-scale artisanal fisheries: 
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Image 2. Detail of the Responsible Fishing Marine Area and Marine Management Area of Barra del 

Colorado. (Author´s own elaboration based upon MINAE in Sancho, 2020) 

The process that created these areas started in 2010 and, even though it was driven by the 

government, it was mostly led by the Barra del Colorado community, with the support of SINAC and 

INCOPESCA. The local community established networks of cooperation between institutions and 

social groups to address issues of local concern and environmental safety. This local initiative 

included the strengthening of platforms for dialogue and coordination between government 

institutions, such as the COLAC.  

5. Results 

This section of the study presents and analyzes the results of the interviews, hence examining how 

social sustainability was engaged within the process of consolidation of the Responsible Fishing 

Marine Area and the Marine Management Area of Barra del Colorado. First, the perspectives of the 

civil society sectors are presented because, although limited, the aim is to highlight  these voices in 

accordance with the social sustainability discourse. Secondly, the institutional perspectives are 

presented as a means of understanding how two different governmental bodies, meaning SINAC and 

INCOPESCA, handled the process of creation in accordance with their jurisdiction over the created 

areas - SINAC has jurisdiction over the Marine Management Area and INCOPESCA has jurisdiction 

over the Responsible Fishing Marine Area. Finally, based upon the perceived need to include the 

perspective of another sector, the results of the sport fishing interview are addressed. 

5.1. Perspectives from the Artisanal Fishing Sector 

5.1.1. A Perspective from the Artisanal Fishermen 

Jesus Chaves is the president of the Artisanal Fishermen Association, also known as APEBACO. He notes 

that in 2009, the Barra del Colorado area was characterized by a study called GRUAS II as a conservation 

void, which meant that there was a possibility that new public policy would affect the fishermen and their 

livelihood. The possibility of a protected area being established meant that the fishermen could no longer 
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carry out any activities that involved fishing. The creation of the Responsible Fishing Marine Area in 2019 

(under the jurisdiction of INCOPESCA) was set-up to further the fishermen and community's livelihood, 

and in order for them to be able to pursue fishing activities. Jesus Chaves states that around 90% of the 

population in Barra del Colorado depends upon the fishing sector, where 70% dedicate themselves to 

artisanal fishing and 20% to sport and tourist fishing, specially of tarpon fish. 

“The process was really very transparent. Even (…) a public vote took place in order to 

decide which area was established first, the Responsible Fishing Marine Area or the 

Marine Management Area. " 

He states that the Responsible Fishing Marine Area was created first with the idea the Marine Management 

Area (under the jurisdiction of SINAC) needed to follow, since it was also considered as a means through 

which the community could protect its resources and assure its sustainability in the future. 

In general, Jesus Chaves does not identify any institutional obstacles in the process, on the contrary, he 

perceives that a lot of support was received. He also considers that the process took into account the 

implications that the areas could have for the different groups of the community. The groups that did not 

participate were seen as not having any interest in, or demand anything from the process. 

“[The process] has been described as a model program at a national level, since it is the 

only community where the institutions, both INCOPESCA and SINAC, have worked hand 

in hand. (…) Through the COLAC, it was possible to form this group and bring together 

all these institutions to work together with the same north.” 

He considers that the sport fishing sector was an actor that could have been affected by the process, 

nonetheless, he advised that it showed no interest to participate. Jesus Chaves also notes that the sport 

fishing sector does not work with the same species as the artisanal fishing sector, since the tarpon fish has 

been banned from commercial fishing since the 1990s. The community is allowed to fish a small amount 

in order to sustain their families. He also states that the sport fishing sector offers tarpon fish to the 

community if the fish is deemed as not being able to survive after it is released. 

The creation of the Responsible Fishing Marine Area and the Marine Management Area are considered by 

the interviewee as having several advantages, that is, their size is small in comparison to the areas found in 

the Pacific and, therefore, they are easier to manage. Secondly, the amount of fishermen in the area is small 

in comparison to its sea extension, which allows for greater resource regeneration. 

Jesus Chaves also points out that, due to the COVID pandemic, a couple of stumbling blocks have caused 

delays in the monitoring process. Nonetheless, both the governmental institutions and the community 

continue working and are currently developing the management plan of the Marine Management Area. It is 

also relevant to note that the management plan of the Responsible Fishing Marine Area was established 

before the area´s creation, according to what is required by law. The fishermen currently continue to work 

with INCOPESCA in order to monitor the area and its resources. The monitoring of the areas also involves 

the development of scientific studies in order to assess the state of the resources and determine the best 

fishing practices for the area. This scientific studies are funded through the support of NGOs, such as the 

Costa Rica Forever Association (Costa Rica Por Siempre in Spanish).  

Jesus Chaves also highlights the need to promote and assist the creation of these areas through community-

led processes that warrants its functionality. He considers that Costa Rica has a lot of Responsible Fishing 

Marine Areas that do not serve the community and are thus doomed to fail. 

"It is not just a matter of creating an area that it is written on paper (...) it has to be shown 

that it works, that is why it is necessary to follow up." 
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5.1.2. A Perspective from the Shrimp Peelers 

Lilia Briones is the representative of the ADEPROBACO, or shrimp peelers association. She considers that 

the protection of Barra del Colorado´s resources, especially pertaining to species of fishing interest, is the 

main driving factor in the creation process of the Responsible Fishing Marine Area and the Marine 

Management Area. She became involved since the Constitutional Chamber declared the shrimp trawling 

ban in 2013. According to her perspective, this event promoted community organization through neighbor, 

women, fishermen and youth groups. Governmental institutions, like INCOPESCA, SINAC, JAPDEVA, 

the Coast Guard, the Border Police and the Rural Development Institute (INDER in Spanish) approached 

the community in order to support and attend their interests. This support, as it is stated by Lilia Briones, 

resulted in the conformation of the COLAC, through which two associations were created, that is, the 

APEBACO and the ADEPROBACO. 

 
 “At that time there were no organized groups for this problem that was happening to us 

in the community. There was a need to form these three groups: The Local Council and the 

two associations (…) Actually, since the associations were created in 2017, we began with 

the development of the areas. " 

 

Lilia Briones notes that this organizational structure served the main purpose of finding a community-based 

solution to the shrimp trawling ban and, therefore, to develop a means through which the community could 

sustain their livelihood. She states that this purpose was the backdrop of the process that consolidates both  

the Responsible Fishing Marine Area and the Marine Management Area. She advised that once or twice a 

month, meetings and talks were held in order to discuss community needs and everyone was taken into 

account when making decisions. Lilia Briones stressed that both the women and fishermen perspective was 

highly regarded. She also highlights that the community was greatly supported by CoopeSoLiDar. 
 

"[The process] was very horizontal and transparent, because really no institution came to 

impose anything to us, we were the ones who knocked on doors to ask for all this help for 

the needs we have in the community" 

 
The process is not perceived by the interviewee as having marginalized any actor, since all were taken into 

account and invited to participate. Lilia Briones considers that both the community and the governmental 

institutions established communication channels that allowed for the involvement of any actor that showed 

interest. In this sense, she highlights that invitations were sent through both written and digital means and 

involved signature-upon-delivery practices. She considers that certain social groups, like the sport fishing 

sector, were not interested since they did not even send a representative.  

5.2. A Perspective from the Youth Sector 

Representative of the youth sector during the creation process, Esmeralda Chaves considers that, 

during the beginning of the process, the youth group was difficult to engage with. She highlights that 

there was a perceived lack of interest on the matter, so their participation was difficult to encourage.  

Despite this, Esmeralda Chaves notes that, as the process advanced, more interest was found since 

she actively conveyed to her peers the importance of the process:  

“The older people are already leaving that legacy and it is the youth’s turn to follow. 

If we do not get involved from now on in order to get to know the subject, (…) it will 

be very difficult to continue the process because we will not have the knowledge. "  

Due to the aforesaid, Esmeralda Chaves got involved in the process in order to serve as  an example 

to the youth in the community. From her perspective, the process that created both areas established 

many ways through which the community could participate. This participation included working 

groups where she perceived that the youth´s perspective was greatly taken into consideration. 
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"Spaces have always existed and the priority has always been the participation of 

young people (...) When young people participate, we are very much taken into 

account and our right to voice our opinions is accepted." 

She continues to explain that the youth in Barra del Colorado is characterized by its diversity, 

nonetheless, two main tendencies are perceived. On one hand, there is a group of around seven or 

eight individuals that look to promote the conservation of resources. They also look to continue their 

studies at a university level, instead of only finishing high school. Esmeralda also highlights that, 

even though the conservation-focused group is a very small, the tendency during these last years has 

been of steady growth. She advised that, since 2013, the number of university-level students from 

the community has increased. On the other hand, she highlights that there is a fishing-focused group 

that is mostly concerned with preserving resources to continue traditional fishing practices.  

Esmeralda Chaves continues to note that there is a need to continue engaging with the community in 

order for them to get to know the benefits that lie in the conservation of resources. In this sense, she 

has started to work with SINAC, who offers the opportunity to closely monitor the areas.   

5.3. Perspectives from the Governmental Sector 

5.3.1. SINAC: A Perspective from the Conservation Authority 

Elena Vargas is a Director of Protected Wild Areas in SINAC, specifically for the ACTo. Officially, 

she became involved in the process during its final stages, nonetheless, she had been working for 

SINAC in the ACTo since around 2010 or 2011 when the process began. She states that this process 

was mainly driven due to the country´s international commitments to augment protection in certain 

ecosystems that are considered as conservation voids. 

"The country had a goal, and still has it, that these ecosystems, which are unique and 

are not currently protected, are incorporated into the network of protected wild areas 

managed by SINAC." 

She highlights that these conservation voids were later named as sites of importance for conservation 

through the study known as GRUAS II, which established the entire territorial sea in front of Barra 

del Colorado as one. Elena Vargas notes that, through external NGO funds, the first technical studies 

were developed in order to justify the creation of the areas. She also pointed out that the area was of 

further interest due to the situation that was unfolding in Calero Island, where Costa Rica and 

Nicaragua disputed over the location of the border. She highlights that a lot of governmental 

institutions sent over representatives which promoted the development of studies regarding the area.  

Elena Vargas continues to advise that, legally, the creation of any type of protected area needs to 

involve a consultation process with the local community. Hence, the COLAC was created around 

2015, which established working groups for the possible creation of a protected area. The interviewee 

also advised that Barra del Colorado was being subject to the shrimp trawling ban, which aided the 

community´s interest in first establishing a Responsible Fishing Marine Area, since no area under 

SINAC´s jurisdiction allows for any type of trawling. Elena Vargas states that, since SINAC had 

already invested resources and there was a need to keep augmenting protected marine areas, the 

Marine Management Area was later created in order to protect resources in an area that was not of 

fishing interest.  

 “Thanks to this creation, resources will constantly continue to be prioritized to 

continue with projects of various kinds. This has allowed us to continue working on the 

issue of marine conservation with the community of Barra del Colorado (…) It is the 

first time that SINAC and INCOPESCA are working together in the management of a 

marine area. " 
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She points out that the process has been government-led, but the community was highly engaged. 

The interviewee also noted that, through studies, it was determined that one of the challenges faced 

was community acceptance. The population of Barra del Colorado is considered by Elena Vargas as 

historically showing governmental resistance, especially with MINAE, because of their protected-

wild-area status, which involves certain prohibitions in land development and concessions. The Barra 

del Colorado community is also affected with land tenure issues, since JAPDEVA owns the land they 

live in. Given this situation, she notes that SINAC personnel was trained in community engagement 

and involvement in the creation process of marine protected areas. Nonetheless, it is highlighted that 

the community leaders are few and there is not a lot of interest found. 

Elena Vargas advised that the creation process first looked to identify the actors of the area in order 

to later send invitations to participate in the assembly for the constitution of the COLAC and include 

everyone who showed interest. Nonetheless, they are now receiving demands from the Amateur 

Fishing Club, a sport fishing group who stated that they were not taken into account. From her 

perspective, this group did not show any interest to participate during the process and where not 

identified as an actor in the area. In this sense, they are holding periodical meetings with the sector 

in order to clarify their doubts and concerns. This sector is the only one who has shown disagreement 

with the process. She mentions that sport fishing in Barra del Colorado was once very prominent, 

but the infrastructure declined in later years. SINAC has since identified around 6 individuals from 

the community who work as sport fishing captains for the Amateur Fishing Club. 

Elena Vargas also mentions that, about a month ago, SINAC declared the tarpon as an endangered 

species, which further increased the sport fishing sector discomfort. Nonetheless, it is highlighted 

that the regulation of the species is responsibility of INCOPESCA, thus, SINAC only makes it public 

knowledge that the species is in danger of extinction.  

Regarding the monitoring process, Elena Vargas highlights that the decree that created the areas 

establishes an institutional coordination committee, which basically formalizes the joint work carried 

up to that moment. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it has been very difficult for the 

governmental institutions to comply with monitoring indicators. The Marine Management Area is 

currently developing its management plan in order to establish the main focus areas for the next 5 

years.  

5.3.2. INCOPESCA: A Perspective from the Fisheries Authority 

Nixon Lara is a biologist for the Fisheries and Aquaculture Extension Department of INCOPESCA. 

He became involved in the process in 2017, a year after the public vote that revealed the community´s 

desire to establish a Responsible Fishing Marine Area as a governance model. He notes that, at that 

moment, INCOPESCA was developing a study that looked to return shrimp trawling licenses to the 

community. This institutions therefore looked to support community organization through the 

establishment of the fishermen and women associations. Through these working groups, 

INCOPESCA began to develop the Fisheries Management Plan, which contemplates six strategic 

axes, that include, amongst others the type of fishing to be carried out in the area, community 

training, conservation measures and surveillance. It is highlighted that, pertaining the closure 

periods, the area already possesses means through which to control the resources due to its nat ural 

ecological conditions that allow for species to be caught only in certain seasons of the year.  

 “The process is done with the community. [INCOPESCA] does not impose any fishing 

gear, we do not impose measures. It is a totally participatory issue as established by 

the eco-systemic approach to fishing. Governance is always shared. " 

Nixon Lara pointed out that two sport fishing hotels in the area were identified as key actors in the 

area and were invited to participate in the process. Nonetheless, they attended some meetings but not 

all. He considers that, due to the fact that many individuals in the community serve as captains to the 

Amateur Fishing Club, they had to be aware of the creation process. He claims that the governmental 
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institutions did not have any knowledge that this club was an actor in the area since it was not 

identified in the stakeholder mapping done in 2017. Notwithstanding the aforementioned, the 

interviewee perceives that the Amateur Fishing Club has issues with the Marine Management Area, 

not the Responsible Fishing Marine Area. 

In general, Nixon Lara considers the process as being inclusive and participative, though the COVID-

19 pandemic has made it difficult to follow-up with the community, since before they met once a 

month. He also highlights women as an empowered group throughout the process. INCOPESCA 

recognized the crucial role that women carried in the value chain and sought to nurture its recognition 

both locally and nationally. In this sense, the Fisheries Management Plan contemplates the 

construction of a collection center which is going to be managed by the women´s association.  

Currently, INCOPESCA is undergoing a process which evaluates the functionality of Responsible 

Fishing Marine Areas around the country. It is considered that many of them do not take into 

consideration the actual needs of the communities and need to be reevaluated. This process also 

involves an analysis of control and surveillance mechanisms, which are being hindered due to lack 

of funds and the fact that INCOPESCA cannot carry out surveillance activities, only MINAE. It is 

thus left up to the fishermen to enforce what is established in the management plans.  

5.4. A Missing Social Sustainability/Justice Perspective 

Given the analysis of the interview results and the characterization of the sport fishing sector as a 

marginalized actor, an extra interview was carried out in order to assess this perspective. Franco 

Alvarenga is a member of the Amateur Fishing Club and, for more than 7 years, he has promoted 

and developed sport fishing as an axis of development that benefits the community, including the 

local hotels and fishermen. Barra del Colorado is characterized as a world renowned tarpon sport 

fishing spot, where said Club has celebrated 74 editions of tournaments. They have developed better 

catch-and-release practices that prevent fish harming and mortality. 

From their perspective, the process that created the Responsible Fishing Area and Marine 

Management Area of Barra del Colorado has been carried out very deficiently since the beginning. 

Towards the end of 2020 and beginning 2021, the Club was notified of the project, without receiving 

any invitation to participate. The project was thus not discussed, only presente d. They also became 

aware that the ones that had been consulted were the artisanal fishers and the shrimp peelers, and, 

according to their perspective, established a series of fishing strips that bypassed their interests, since 

they usually fish in the river, the river mouth and 2 to 5 miles out to sea, depending on where the 

tarpon fish moves. 

Governmental authorities are characterized as being very inefficient since they did not recognize that 

sport fishing had been an axis of development in the area and only took into account the role of two 

hotels, which do not represent the whole sport fishing sector. In regards to the previous, the Club 

considers it impossible for them not be mentioned in an actor mapping, since the captains of their 

boats are considered as emblematic individuals in the community. As well, the process has  been 

described as very obscure, since the authorities have not been able to give clear answers to their 

doubts and concerns. As an example, the Club is still not aware where the funds of the project have 

come from and how they have been used. 

Governmental authorities are also considered as not having enough knowledge of the area since they 

make decisions without knowing the true effects that they have on the population. As an example, 

this sport fishing sector is being encouraged by the authorities to dedicate themselves to whale -

watching tourism. Nonetheless, the sea conditions of Barra del Colorado are very treacherous and 

only very skilled captains can navigate the waters. In this sense, the authorities are accused of 

equating the conditions of the Pacific to the Caribbean. Due to the type of depth in the Pacific, the 

whales come closer to the coast, something that does not happen in Barra del Colorado.  In order to 

see whales in Barra del Colorado, the captains have to navigate at least 10 to 12 miles, where they 
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also face threats because that area is considered as drug trafficking land. Due to this situation, the 

most that they sail with tourists is up to 5 or 6 miles. The Club considers that the authorities, specially 

MINAE; is imposing a way of life and do not even ask them if that is what they want to do and if it 

works for them.  

It is also perceived that the instruments and methods used by SINAC in order to develop the 

management plan of the Marine Management Area are very technical and difficult to understand. 

The process is deemed as not inclusive or focused on the population. SINAC also has been criticized 

for getting involved in developing fishing regulation, when this area is responsibility of INCOPESCA 

and the Fisheries Management Plan has already been established. Based on the above, the Club 

requested for the authorities to fully involve them in the drafting process.  

Besides referring to the process of creation, Franco. Alvarenga also called attention upon other 

aspects that characterize the Barra del Colorado area and that, from his perspective, need to be 

addressed by authorities. In this sense, it is crucial to point out that this interview was extended 

considerably given the critical nature of the actor. The latter was found as an enriching factor for the 

study development, since it brought light into previously ignored issues. Franco Alvarenga thus 

continued to state that Barra del Colorado is also recognized as a prominent drug trafficking territory, 

where the role of the Coast Guard is very highly criticized, since they are seen as being more 

interested in intervening sport fishing, than drug trafficking. The locals have also sought to take 

advantage of this situation by hunting for floating drug packages in order to sell them in-land. The 

ones who practice sport fishing have constantly served as allies to the authorities in this matter, 

alerting of illegal activity and taking care of the resources by using this scheme of joint effort 

between citizens and institution. 

He also called attention upon the declaration of the tarpon fish as an endangered species by SINAC, 

which he claims was based upon an NGO study carried out in the Pacific. Regarding this declaration, 

Franco Alvarenga recognizes and is witness to a decrease on the tarpon fish population. Nonetheless, 

he states that this situation has unfolded due to two factors: (i) the misuse of agrochemicals in banana 

plantations, which poisons the Colorado river upstream; and (ii) the changes in sea currents caused 

by the development of the container terminal, which has caused a decrease in the arrival of the 

migratory tarpon, since their bait has changed with the current. Before the container terminal began 

operations, great tarpon hunts were constantly seen. It must be noted that the tarpon fishing ban is 

not final, since it was an administrative act, not of prohibition, so they can continue to operate until 

now. Nonetheless, the Club assured the authorities that they will oppose any type of tarpon fishing 

ban. 

Overall, Franco Alvarenga considers that authorities must focus on the following: (i) setting up a 

manatee rescue and primary care center; (ii) setting up a school to instruct young people to be 

captains (for the moment they have to go to the Pacific in order to do so); (iii) create a network of 

park rangers from the Refuge to give work to the youth of the area, since they are the ones that really 

know it. It is also considered that the authorities must take advantage of  information technology and 

use it to communicate the process to the entire population, not only a small group. They also have to 

use a language that is accessible to the community, as well as being transparent about the motivations 

of the government in establishing these protection zones, who really benefits from these projects and, 

above all, where the resources come from and how are they used. Barra del Colorado is considered 

as having great potential in developing other activities, such as kayaking and camping, that can 

generate a lot of benefits to the economy of the area. 

6. Analyzing Social Justice/Sustainability 

The following analysis is based upon the results of the limited number of individual interviews 

presented in the last section. The results where analyzed in accordance to the social sustainability 

framework and categorized into a matrix that differentiated the recognition, representation and 

distribution aspects of the consolidation process. As it is stated before, this matrix was also used to 
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analyze the perceived influence that each sector had on the process. The findings can therefore be 

considered as a first approximation towards the research questions stipulated in this study.  

6.1. Recognition  

Regarding the analytical category of recognition, the interview questions mainly focused on 

identifying groups that were empowered due to the creation process, as well as the barriers that might  

have contributed to limiting the recognition of different group identities. The recognition aspects 

identified in the interviews are outlined in Table 6: 

SECTOR RECOGNITION 

Artisanal Fishing 

Sector 

 

_All the decisions that had implications for the interested parties had a space to be 

discussed.  

 

_The area was considered as a conservation void, so there was a possibility that new 

public policy would affect the fishermen and their livelihood. The creation of the 

Responsible Fishing Area responded to the necessity of assuring the fishermen and 

community's livelihood. 

 

_The Marine Management area responded to the necessity of conserving resources 

and, thus, assuring the sustainability of the community in the future. 

 

_No institutional obstacles were identified in the process that could have limited the 

recognition of group identities. 

 

Shrimp Peelers Sector 

 

_All actors attended the meetings and contributed points of view. 

 

_The process did not impede any of the actor´s participation. 

 

_It is considered that women were empowered through the process. 

 

_It is considered that the community was the one that participated the most in these 

process. 

 

_The process that created the areas involved the conformation and participation of 

neighborhood, women, fishermen, and youth groups. 

 

_Since the associations were created in 2017, the foundations of the marine area began 

to be established. There was an interest for them to be involved before, but the process 

picked up in 2017. 

 

_Institutions did not impose any measure that bypassed the interests of the community 

or any actor. 

 

_There is a recognized need to guarantee the responsible conservation of species in 

Barra de Colorado. 

 

Youth Sector 

 

_There is a recognized need to guarantee successful generational transitions. 

 

_Youth participation is seen as a priority in order for them to get to know the issues 

that affect the community and the legacy that is left by the older people. 

 

_It has been very difficult to involve the youth in this project and process, since there 

is not enough interest on the matter. 
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_This lack of interest was seen mostly in the beginning of the process, later they 

realized that youth support was strongly needed since older people are leaving the 

legacy and it is up to the youth to continue. 

SINAC 

_Sport fishing was once very prominent in Barra del Colorado, but the infrastructure 

started to decline. Since they have voiced their demands, SINAC has identified 6 

individuals that function as captains of sport fishing boats with this Club. Right now 

they are looking to exchange information in order for them to understand how the 

process was carried out. 

 

_Sport Fishing is an activity which is strictly regulated by INCOPESCA in the 

Fisheries Management Plan, sport fishing is not looked upon since it is already 

regulated through other means. 

  

_Tarpon fish was declared as an endangered species about a month ago by SINAC, 

nonetheless the regulation is still in hands of INCOPESCA. 

 

_There is a perceived resentment from the Barra del Colorado community towards 

MINAE, since they are not owners of their land and live inside a Wild Area Refuge. A 

lot of state complications that prevent land tenure. Many years of uncertainty where 

the government has not resolved their issues. 

 

_Process began in 2010, 2011, due to the country´s international commitments to 

augment the protection of ecosystems. The study GRUAS II determined the territorial 

sea in Barra del Colorado as a site of importance for conservation. 

 

_A lot of institutional presence in the area since the issue that developed around Calero 

Island. 

 

_Those who get involved are very few, the rest do not care much. 

INCOPESCA 

_Women are considered as an empowered group through the process. The activity of 

women needs to be recognized. The women peel the shrimp on the bank of the river. 

Land is property of JAPDEVA, who have agreed to give a piece to build a collection 

center. The construction of this collection center is stipulated in the Fisheries 

Management Plan and it is to be run by the women, along with the fishermen. 

 

_The figure of the Local Council is very strong in the Barra del Colorado Community 

 

_They identified the key actors of the Barra del Colorado community. The commercial 

fishermen even serve as captains to sport fishing hotels. The Amateur Fishing Club 

was not identified as an actor in the area. In 2017 they were not mentioned as actor of 

the area, and now they are demanding that they were not taken into account. It is 

perceived that they have issues with the Marine Management Area, not the 

Responsible Fishing Marine Area. 

 

_This process is developed with the community, that is, INCOPESCA does not impose 

any fishing method or measures. it is a completely participative process. Governance is 

thus always shared. 

 

_In the fisheries management plan, closures are not established since the community is 

naturally limited by the conditions that the sea exhibits. The sea conditions allow them 

or not to fish for different species. They fish according to or depending upon the state 

of the sea. 

 

_The theory establishes that the processes of creation of marine areas always come 

from the communities. There are many responsible fishing areas that do not work, 

since they do not respond to the real necessities of the fishermen. A reevaluation of 

many responsible fishing areas must be done. 
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Table 6. Integrated interview results: Recognition. Author´s own elaboration.  

The interviewees’ perspectives on empowerment mainly focused in community organization, since 

a multiplicity of sectors – such as women, small-scale fishermen and even youth – where able to 

channel their demands and necessities through previously inexistent means. The COLAC and the 

associations that were created served as key entities through which the sectors of the community 

voiced their demands and requested according to their needs. This type of organization also 

strengthened ties between the community and the government, fostering collaboration mechanisms.  

On the other hand, the analysis of the interviews pointed to women as a group that became specially 

empowered through the process. Besides being able to count with a previously inexistent 

organizational structure through which they could voice their demands as a united front, women´s 

needs where met through the elaboration of new public policy. In specific, the management plan of 

the Responsible Fishing Marine Area included the construction of a collection center for women.  

There is a perceived need to recognize the crucial activity carried out by the women of the community 

in the value chain, since, for example, as Nixon Lara explained during the interview, the fishermen 

are paid around ₡700 colones (around $1.5 dollars) per shrimp kilo, out of which, they give ₡100 

colones to the women. The activity of shrimp peeling has thus been very badly recognized  and women 

are recognized as a vulnerable sector of the community. The working environment is also very 

deficient, since, as it was mentioned, the community does not have a collection center and women 

have to peel the shrimp on the bank of the river. 

The recognition of group identity seems to focus primarily on the socio-cultural rights, needs, 

livelihoods, lifestyles and knowledge of the artisanal fishing sector and the shrimp peelers sector, 

hinting towards having great influence in the process. It is evidenced that sectors, such as sport 

fishing, are misrecognized since their interests are reduced to only a few actors who did not represent 

the sector in its entirety. This misrecognition is also evidenced through the lack of knowledge that 

Sport Fishing Sector 

 

_ They became aware that the ones that had been consulted were the artisanal fishers 

and the shrimp peelers. 

 

_A series of fishing strips were established which bypassed their interests, since they 

usually fish in the river, the river mouth and 2 to 5 miles out to sea, depending on 

where the tarpon fish moves. 

 

_ Governmental authorities characterized as very inefficient. They did not recognize 

that sport fishing had been an axis of development in the area. 

 

_The government only took into account the role of two hotels, which do not represent 

the whole sport fishing sector. 

 

_Governmental authorities considered as not having enough knowledge of the area 

since they make decisions without knowing the true effects that they have on the 

population. 

 

_Sector is being encouraged to dedicate themselves to whale-watching tourism, even 

though sea conditions of Barra del Colorado are very treacherous and only very skilled 

captains can navigate the waters. 

 

_Authorities are accused of equating the conditions of the Pacific to the Caribbean. 

The type of depth in the Pacific allows the whales to come closer to the coast, in 

contrast with Barra del Colorado, where whale watching is only possible 10 to 12 

miles from the coast. In this area, the captains face drug-trafficking threats. The most 

that they sail with tourists is up to 5 or 6 miles. 

 

_The Club considers that specially MINAE is imposing a way of life. They do not ask 

them if that is what they want to do and if it works for them. 
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the governmental authorities show by equating the Pacific and Caribbean regions, promoting 

lifestyles that are not viable for the area. Other than a lack of in-depth knowledge of the area, there 

is not a clear understanding as to why this social group – the Amateur Fishing Club – was excluded 

from the process. Governmental authorities claim ignorance of the Club´s presence in the area, 

though their trajectory as an axis of development in the community proves otherwise. 

It must also be noticed that recognition is hindered due to the lack of interest that is found in the 

community to get involved in these issues. Hence, only a close-knit group of people tend to be the 

ones that get involved since leadership is seldom around the community. Recognition is therefore 

focused and based upon limited perspectives. In this sense, special emphasis must be placed in the 

youth sector, since, even though they saw an increase of interest as the process advanced, it still 

faced difficulties to voice their needs as a united front.  

6.2. Representation 

Regarding the analytical category of representation, the interview questions mainly focused on the 

procedural practices or the decision-making process and the type of power relations that it promoted. 

In this sense, it was crucial to identify if there were any groups that were excluded from the process 

that created the Responsible Fishing Marine Area and the Marine Management Area. The 

representation aspects identified in the interviews are outlined in Table 7:  

SECTOR   REPRESENTATION 

Artisanal 

Fishing Sector 

_The process of consolidation is considered as a governance model, since it’s the only 

community where both INCOPESCA and SINAC have worked hand in hand with the 

community with the same goal and purpose. 

 

_The planning process involved a public vote in order to decide which area was to be created 

first, that is the Responsible Fishing Area or the Marine Management Area. The Responsible 

Fishing Area (under the jurisdiction of INCOPESCA) was created first, nonetheless taking into 

account that the Marine Management Area (under the jurisdiction of SINAC) needed to follow. 

 

_The actors that did not participate were considered as not being interested, since the invitations 

were sent to all. 

 

_The sport and tourist fishing sector, which could have been affected or harmed by the process, 

did not show any interest in participating. Though it is recognized that the fishing sector 

composes almost 90% of Barra del Colorado´s livelihood, from which 20% is dedicated to 

sport and tourist fishing. 

 

_The sport fishing sector does work with the same species as the artisanal fishing sector. The 

tarpon fish has been declared as a species of interest to the sport fishing sector and it has been 

banned from commercial fishing. The Barra del Colorado artisanal fishermen can only take out 

some to sustain their families. 

  

_There is no problem or conflict of interests between artisanal fishermen and sport fishermen 

Shrimp Peelers 

Sector 

_It is considered that all actors were included and none were marginalized, since invitations 

were sent to all actors, including the sport fishing association. 

 

_Institutions like INCOPESCA, SINAC, JAPDEVA, Coastguard, Border Police, Municipalities, 

INDER approached the community and supported the creation of the COLAC. 

 

_Though the COLAC came the idea to conform associations, one of women and the other of 

fishermen. These associations looked into the necessities of the community. These three groups 

led the creation process. 

  

_Invitations to participate were extended through WhatsApp and even house by house. 
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SECTOR   REPRESENTATION 

Documents were signed in order to attest that the invitation was handed properly. Meetings 

involved attendance sheets. 

 

_The shrimp trawling ban was catalyst in promoting community organization through 

institutional support. 

 

_Meetings and working groups once or twice a month within the framework of the local council. 

Youth Sector 

_It is considered that no one was marginalized in the process. 

 

_The groups that did not want to participate, which was, mostly, the sport fishing group, was 

because they did not send representatives and, thus, did not show interest in the process. 

 

_The spaces to participate are present, but the youth is not interested. When youth participates, 

it is greatly taken into account. 

SINAC 

_There are groups that were not interested at the time to form part of the COLAC, like the sport 

fishing group. Group is stating that they were not taken into account during the process. 

Invitations were sent to the sport fishing hotels. The Amateur Fishing Club was not mapped in 

the area, now they are requesting clarifications over the matter. The fact that they are speaking 

out now is attributed to misinformation.  

 

_SINAC has worked alongside INCOPESCA, which is an important milestone for the country, 

since it is the first time that these institutions have worked together in the management of a 

marine area. 

  

__Process began being driven by the government, nonetheless the community was seen as very 

well organized, which allowed them to channel proposals and needs. 

 

_Very equitable process where the actors gave each other feedback. Invitations to participate 

were open to all. 

 

_First an actor mapping is carried out in order to determine who are the main actors that have to 

do with the area in question. Actors need to answer invitation and state the representative who 

will attend the COLAC assembly. 

 

_Fishermen and women did not have an organization that represented them. Thanks to the 

support of COOPESOLIDAR, they were able to develop associations. 

INCOPESCA 

_Invitations were sent to sport fishing hotels, which are two, who participated in some meetings 

but not all. 

 

_No groups were perceived as marginalized. 

 

_In 2016, the community voted unanimously that, regarding the governance model, a 

Responsible Fishing Area was preferred over a Marine Management Area. Said area falls under 

the jurisdiction of INCOPESCA. 

 

_The project promoted the conformation of two associations, the Fishermen Association of 

Barra del Colorado and the Women Peelers Association. 

 

_The process is considered and perceived as fully participatory, and no conflicts were 

encountered. 

 

_Both INCOPESCA and SINAC have worked hand-in-hand. 

 

_Regarding the Responsible Fishing Area, the process is perceived as ideal. 

 

_The process and the model that was generated is considered as an example to follow in other 

areas. 
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SECTOR   REPRESENTATION 

Sport Fishing 

Sector 

_Towards the end of 2020 and beginning 2021, the Club was notified of the project, without 

receiving any invitation to participate. 

 

_The project was not discussed, only presented. 

 

_They consider it impossible for them not be mentioned in an actor mapping. Captains of their 

boats are considered as emblematic individuals in the community. 

 

_Considers that the instruments and methods used by SINAC in order to develop the 

management plan of the Marine Management Area are very technical and difficult to understand. 

 

_Process described as not inclusive or focused on the population. 

Table 7. Integrated interview results: Representation. Author´s own elaboration.  

The decision-making process was mainly characterized by the role of the COLAC and the working 

groups that were developed. Within the framework of the Local Council, meetings and working 

groups were carried out once or twice a month. The actors outlined their necessities according to 

their knowledge and agreements were taken through votes. It must be noted that, in order to create 

any sort of protected area, the local councils need to follow certain regulations and comply with 

specific prerequisites which include a community consultation process. As it was stated, this process 

involves an actor mapping that outlines the interests of key actors. Overall, the interviewees stated 

that all the decisions that had implications for the interested parties had a space to be discussed.  

The process that created both management areas has been nationally categorized as a model 

governance process, since it´s the only community where both INCOPESCA and SINAC have 

worked hand-in-hand. It has also been seen as a milestone for the country when referring to 

community and institutional cooperation due to the fact that they both worked together with the same 

goal and purpose. The interviewees recognized that the process was developed with the community 

in a horizontal and transparent manner, that is, the governmental institutions did not impose any 

methods or measures; it was thus characterized as a participative process where governance was 

always shared. 

It is perceived that the institutions did not impede the participation of any actor through specific 

means. The mechanisms through which the process was developed involved open invitations, sent 

both through digital means as well as house-by-house, hinting towards equitable participation, where 

actors gave each other feedback and the institutions did not impose any measure that bypassed the 

interests of the community or any actor. Nevertheless, it must be noted that these open invitations 

did not imply inclusion or an adequate representation, since a key actor in the area was bypassed and 

irrevocably excluded from the process.  

In this sense, despite the interviewees affirmations regarding the inclusivity of the process, they all 

recognized that the sport fishing sector had interests in the area that were not taken into consideration 

because of their perceived lack of interest in participating. The decision-making process does not 

seem to take into account other factors that may obstruct or impede an actor´s participation in the 

process, proving crucial that governmental authorities need to implement a targeted engagement 

effort in order to actively seek the representation of all sectors involved.   

6.3. Distribution 

Regarding the analytical category of distribution, the interview questions mainly focused on 

identifying any particularity in the process that impacted specific groups of people. In this sense, it 

is crucial to understand if the decisions taken led to any disadvantage of vulnerable social groups, or 

if the interests of future generations were taken into account and how is this reflected in the process. 

The distribution aspects identified in the interviews are outlined in Table 8: 
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SECTOR DISTRIBUTION 

Artisanal Fishing 

Sector 

_Considers the process as very transparent. 

 

_The need to promote and assist these areas is noted. Need to follow-up and monitor. 

 

_All risks were taken into account and discussed. The implications it could have on the 

distribution of resources was also considered. 

 

_All the situations that harmed or could harm the process were taken into account. 

 

_Small-scale area. Easier to manage and monitor. 

 

_Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the monitoring of the process has witnessed some 

stumbling blocks. 

 

_The management plan of the Responsible Fishing Area is already finished, what needs 

to be done is the one for the Marine Management Area. 

Shrimp Peelers Sector 

_Communication was very transparent both institutionally and community wise. 

 

_Necessities were outlined and agreements were made. Knowledge of women and 

fishermen was highly regarded. 

 

_The community organized in groups and requested according to their needs. 

 

_Creation process described as horizontal and transparent due to the fact that no 

institutional body came to impose anything. 

Youth Sector 

_Youth is a divided sector, thus making it difficult to channel demands. 

 

_Overall, the youth sector that participated was very small (7 to 8 individuals). They 

work as voluntaries with SINAC, they have gotten involved with the community so the 

community can appreciate the efforts made and benefits brought by conservation. 

 

_Majority finishes high school and stays in the community. They are mostly interested 

in continuing the legacy of their parents (fishing), and do not wish to change the role. 

They want to continue the tradition. 

SINAC 

_Thanks to the creation of the Marine Management Area, the resources will continue 

to constantly be prioritized in order to carry out other conservation projects. This area 

has allowed SINAC to continue working with the community in resource conservation. 

 

_The Marine Management Area is developing a management plan, which will establish 

the strategic lines to follow for the next 5 years. 

 

_The pandemic has reduced institutional presence almost completely and the budget 

cuts have also affected management of the areas. Institutions are not present to give 

continuity to the issue, so a lot falls on the hands of the community. 

 

_SINAC official have received many trainings in regard to community outreach. If the 

trainings are not carried out and they are not given the tools to carry out the monitoring, 

it’s difficult for the area to function properly. 

 

_The decree that created the areas, established an inter-institutional council which 

formalizes the joint work that had been carried out throughout the years by SINAC and 

INCOPESCA, with coast guards and municipalities as well. INCOPESCA follows 

what is stated by the fishermen. 

INCOPESCA 

_Before the pandemic, they met monthly. Monitoring has been complicated due to the 

pandemic. 

 

_The role of the coast guard and surveillance in general of the marine areas is 
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SECTOR DISTRIBUTION 

highlighted. Coastguards usually participate in the process and after the area is created 

they disappear. Their objective is mainly focused on drugs, so resource conservation 

and reproduction is bypassed. 

 

_ INCOPESCA does not have the authority to do surveillance. Surveillance is carried 

out by the fishermen themselves. Fishermen enforce the types of fishing that are 

allowed in each area and, in general, the guidelines established in the fishing 

management plan. 

Sport Fishing Sector 

_Process described as very obscure. Authorities have not been able to give clear 

answers to their doubts and concerns. The Club is still not aware where the funds of 

the project have come from and how they have been used. 

 

__SINAC criticized for getting involved in developing fishing regulation. Fisheries 

Management Plan has already been established. Club requested to be fully involved in 

the drafting process to address any distribution issue. 

Table 8. Integrated interview results: Distribution. Author´s own elaboration.  

 

Overall, the actors recognized that the risks and implications that these areas could have had on the 

distribution of resources were all taken into account and discussed. They as well recognized the need 

to move away from the idea of protecting areas just on paper. There is thus a need to follow-up and 

monitor the functionality of the areas in order for them to work properly and distribute the benefits 

to the community. In this sense, Barra del Colorado is seen as a small-scale area that is easier to 

manage and monitor, though the COVID-19 pandemic has placed stumbling blocks to this monitoring 

process. The pandemic has reduced institutional presence almost completely and the budget cuts have 

also affected management of the areas. Institutions are not present to give continuity to the issue, so 

a lot falls on the hands of the community.  

Despite what is mentioned above, it is crucial to note that the process also exhibits aspects that hint 

towards fostering further disadvantages to marginalized actors, such as the Amateur Fishing Club. 

Distribution is impacted due to a change in the access to resources – establishment of fishing strips 

and no-take areas – which has had great repercussions in sea users of the area. These distributional 

aspects do not seem to have been actively considered in the formation process, rather, they are 

perceived as focused and channeling the interests of both the artisanal fishing and the shrimp peelers 

sectors.  

Regarding the interests of future generations, the actors which were interviewed stated that, in the 

beginning, the youth was a very difficult group to involve in the project and process, since not enough 

interest was perceived in the matter. Nonetheless, through community outreach, small groups of 

young people started to get involved since their support was strongly needed and seen as crucial for 

community resilience. Youth participation is seen as a priority in order for them to get to know the 

issues that affect the community and the legacy that is left by the older people. The interests of future 

generations were thus greatly taken into account and encouraged. 

7. Discussion 

The process that created the Barra del Colorado Responsible Fishing Marine Area and Marine 

Management Area are born out of a position of social injustice. Historically, the community of Barra 

del Colorado has been marginalized by the State since its apparatus has constantly been unable to 

respond to the community´s basic needs. The inability to address issues like land tenure and the 

limitations imposed by its Wildlife Refuge status have eroded the community´s trust on governmental 

institutions. Barra del Colorado also has very particular characteristics – limitations imposed by its 

ecological conditions – that demand context-specific policies. The shrimp trawling ban and the 
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situation that unfolded around Calero Island came to highlight an already unjust situation and forced 

the governmental apparatus to turn its attention towards the area.  Hence, the process of consolidation 

functioned as a means through which the government channeled historical debt with the area, since 

it forced the institutional apparatus to better attend the needs of the Barra del Colorado community.  

The nine-year process that culminated in the creation of the Barra del Colorado Responsible Fishing 

Marine Area and Marine Management Area responds to the implementation of a government -led 

governance model that looks to balance production and conservation aspects of the area by promoting 

responsible fishing practices and the equitable distribution of benefits. The process is characterized 

as government-led since it is rooted in a series of institutional criteria – like scientific studies that 

look to justify the creation of the areas – that date back to 2010, and since civil society was formally 

involved until 2017. However, based in the limited amount of gathered testimonies, the process was 

found lacking regarding its social sustainability due to a series of structural and government -related 

issues, that affected the recognition, representation and distribution of the process.  

Regarding recognition, the process promoted strong community ties and organization structures, as 

well as the empowerment of sectors which previously where considered as vulnerable, like women. 

Through this process, citizen participation structures, like the COLAC, were strengthened and 

actually seen by the community as viable mechanisms through which they could voice their demands. 

The role of women in the fisheries value chain was highly recognized and expanded upon through 

studies and the development of sector-specific policy. Nonetheless, it was found that recognition was 

hindered due to institutionalized equation of the Caribbean coast to the Pacific. Marine governance 

processes need to take into account the specificities of each community and recognize the need to 

develop context-specific public policy that recognized socio-cultural diversity. Compared to the 

development of fishing activity in the Pacific, in the Caribbean fishing is limited by a conti nental 

shelf six times smaller and to an almost straight coastline that does not possess irregularities to shelter 

fishing boats (Ulate and Alvarado, 2016). Therefore, management decisions must be considered 

separately for the Caribbean and the Pacific, analyzing each case apart from each other. 

Regarding representation, the decision-making process was characterized by both a historic inter-

institutional collaboration between the environmental and fisheries governmental authority, as well 

as a highly regarded and transparent institutional collaboration with the community. The process 

involved strategies and mechanisms open to citizen participation and that promoted transparent 

structures of collaboration. However, the inability to identify key actors in the area thwarted the 

degree of representation found in the process. Social sustainability would have been strengthened if 

governmental planning was carried out in an exhaustive manner. Specifically, the development of 

detailed actor mappings seems crucial in identifying potential sectors that could see their interests 

affected. The Amateur Fishing Club is a clear example of this issue, since they have shown to have 

clear ties to the community – commercial fishermen serve as captains to their boats – throughout a 

sustained period of time – they have been involved in tarpon fishing for over half a century. 

Distribution was found to be the least addressed analytical category in the process of consolidation. 

Even though it is noticeable that the process looked to involve different perspectives on the 

distribution of goods and bads – like the youth sector –, lack of interest from the community meant 

missed opportunities in gathering information on all the implications of the process. Hence, e ven 

though the decision-making process establishes community engagement as a requirement, it is crucial 

that institutional actors be given capacity-building in handling community participation in marine 

governance processes. In this sense, institutions are responsible for establishing clear and transparent 

communication channels that are capable of adapting to the different audiences that need to be 

engaged. The community must be addressed through means that capture the attention of the 

population, allow for a clear understanding of the issue at hand and foster interest on the issue. 

Aside from the social sustainability aspects, there were several aspects that characterized the process 

that seem crucial to highlight. In this sense and notwithstanding the governmental institution that has 

jurisdiction of the protected area, the planning processes must require the development of the area´s 

management plan before it is created. These management plans establish lines of action, which are 
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jointly agreed upon, thus strengthening the area´s relevance for the community, nurturing a sense of 

ownership towards the process. By establishing management plans beforehand, protected areas are 

given the adequate tools to properly meet the needs of the community and serve  an effective purpose. 

Issues like control and surveillance could be attended in a manner that ensures funds, governmental 

support and that does not bypass resource conservation and reproduction.  

The management plans also need to pay close attention to the monitoring of the area. They must 

establish evaluation methods that allow for the protected area to respond to the needs of the 

ecosystems and community. Thus, periodically evaluating resource availability and the community’s 

necessities in order to assess the area´s efficacy. A well-structured monitoring plan strengthens the 

area´s resilience and capacity to adapt to different scenarios.  

8. Conclusion 

As it can be concluded, the present study determined that, out of the various actors that were involved 

in the process of consolidation of the Responsible Fishing Marine Area and the Marine Management 

Area of Barra del Colorado, the ones that greatly influenced the outcome of the process can be found 

in the artisanal fishing sector and the shrimp peelers sector, when it comes to civil society. From an 

institutional point of view, both SINAC and INCOPESCA are categorized as key actors leading the 

consolidation process since the beginning. In this sense, it is necessary to point out that the results 

of the interviews also highlighted the role of the Coastguard, identifying the need to strengthen this 

research by analyzing their perspective on the matter, especially when it comes to the monitoring 

process. Regarding the youth sector, it was found that their lack of interest on the matter and, 

therefore, the difficulty to act as a united front, translated into a passive role in the consolidation 

process. Their participation is seen as crucial, but not enough interest to actively participate in 

community matters is found. 

From the civil society perspective, the main factor that drove the ambitions of key sectors in the 

community can be traced to the shrimp trawling ban, which exerted enormous pressure to the 

fishermen, but specially the women. The ban was also highlighted as key to INCOPESCA’s 

ambitions and interests in the process of consolidation. Civil society and governmental ambitions in 

the area were also heightened when tensions began to rise around Calero Island. On the other hand, 

it is crucial to mention that SINAC constitutes the most long-lived actor of the process, since it has 

been developing studies of the area dating back to 2010. This interest in the area is outlined by the 

Wildlife Refuge status that characterizes the Barra del Colorado community and, hence, the existent 

social issues that develop around land tenure and development. Nonetheless, focusing just on t he 

process of consolidation of the areas itself, SINAC was mainly focused on conservation aspects, that 

is, the need to protect and include sites of importance for conservation under a management category.  

Regarding social justice, it can be concluded that recognition, representation  and distribution issues 

were strengthened through this process of consolidation, in comparison to the country´s experience 

in previous developments of marine governance structures. Nonetheless, great gaps are still found in 

the government´s capacity to carry integral processes that attend to the community´s needs. Social 

sustainability can be understood as being greatly dependent on both governmental policies that 

promote justice, but as well, the efficacy through which these means translate community needs into 

action. 

The case study analyzed must be framed within a broader context, that is, the observed conflicts that 

arise between social sustainability and conservation in resource management interventions. The 

challenges faced by these interventions in a real local context are characterized by their complex 

nature, requiring tailored-made solutions that embrace recognition, representation and distribution 

aspects. Hence, resource management interventions in marine governance must be able to translate 

social sustainability practices – like respecting rights and knowledges, as well as actively including 

strategies and assessments of the fairness of potential distributive impacts – into action. Both 

conservation and social sustainability goals run the risk of  being equally undermined through short-
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sighted practices that advocate for a sustainable management of marine-coastal resources without 

taking into account, coordinating and articulating the wants and needs of the myriad of sea users in 

a specific context.   

9. Recommendations for Future Research 

Further research on this subject matter must supplement interview material with in situ face to face 

interviews and other methods, like participant observation, focus groups, interviews and workshops. 

As it has been highlighted, the study would also be strengthened through a more in-depth exploration 

of each sector´s perspectives; channeling interviews to more individuals within the analyzed sectors 

as well as others that participated in the process. By including the perspective of other relevant 

sectors whose interests and activities unfold in this marine territory, such as fisheries, transportation, 

tourism, commerce and surveillance, a better understanding of the dynamics that characterize the 

governance of the area is promoted. 

This case study can be considered as a first step into broader marine governance research in Costa 

Rica. Another recommendation for future research is found in the analysis of the type of activities, 

aims and zoning aspects that are developed in the management plans of Responsible Fishing Areas 

and Marine Management Areas. A comparison between the two, can draw great insight into the 

coherence of governance structures and how they complement issues like monitoring, as well as 

control and surveillance.  

On the other hand, this research could also be complemented by analyzing the environmental and 

economic dimensions of the sustainability discourse, thus offering an integral understanding of the 

issue at hand. In this sense, it could also be relevant to analyze the concept of democratic sustainable 

development and how it can be supported by an integrated conception of the social, economic and 

environmental dimensions in a specific context.   
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